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2006 Ford Escape Hybrid Review

Editor of CARazed.com publishes his review of the new 2006 Ford Escape Hybrid SUV,one of
the first true hybrid SUVs. Harrold Ford, a local Sacramento, California Ford dealership gave
CARazed.com the time to explore this hybrid SUV.

Sacramento, CA (PRWEB) June 17, 2005 -- "I was impressed. I expected a wimpy little run-about with an odd
transmission and I found a fully loaded affordable small SUV with tons of cool new technology."

"I did notice the unique qualities of the electronically controlled constant velocity transmission (eCVT) though.
The first thing I noticed was the absence of shifting gears. Â�It was definitely a different experience than a
traditional automatic transmission but one anyone would get accustomed to it quickly."

Included in the review is a comparison chart that graphically illustrates the lead the Ford Escape Hybrid has in
price and fuel economy. Links to owner reviews strengthen the case for this new hybrid SUV.

Mike concludes by saying, "In a nutshell, there are a lot of happy owners and on average they rate the Escape
Hybrid a 9 out of 10. For a brand new model, with a ton of new technology, this is a good indication that the
Escape Hybrid is a good deal."

CARazed.com also invites other publications and websites to republish the article, photos, or both and long as
credits to CARazed.com are given. A complete set of files for journalists is available including graphic assets.
Contact CARazed.com at madmike@carazed.com, for a link to download the media file.

About CARazed.com:
CARazed.com is a car news, reviews and free car classifieds website. Dealers and Private sellers are welcome
to post an unlimited number of cars for sale. CARazed.com was launched on April 1, 2005. On May 1, 2005
Sellers began posting cars for sale. There are currently over 200 cars for sale on CARazed.com.
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Contact Information
Michael Janzen
CARAZED.COM
http://carazed.com/carazed_dot_com_article.php?lid=118
415-310-6994

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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